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高圧氷Ⅵ及びⅦへのNaCl固溶の可能性
Incorporation of NaCl into ice VI and ice VII under high pressure.
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Icy satellites have been thought to contain a large amount of salts besides water ices. Ice exhibits a wide variety of forms
consisting of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. More than sixteen stable and metastable forms have been reported so far. Liq-
uid water can dissolve various kinds of solutes. Whereas, in the previous idea, when water crystallizes, the dissolved solutes
are excluded, which results in formation of pure water ices. Recently, Frank et al. [1] and Komatsu et al. [2] reported that
NaCl or other salts was incorporated into ice VI and/or ice VII. In these studies, however, it has been still unclear which ice
can incorporate NaCl, and amount of salts incorporated and states of the salt in the ice structure have not yet been clarified. In
this study, in order to understand possible incorporation of salts in to ice VI and VII structures, high-pressure experiments were
performed with a system of H2O-NaCl, a typical salt, at room temperature.

Lever-and-spring type diamond anvil cell was used. Pressure range examined was from 0.2 to 10 GPa. NaCl aqueous solu-
tions with three concentrations, 1.5, 2.5, and 5.0 w%, were prepared as starting samples. Characterization was made by optical
microscopy, X-ray diffractometry (XRD), and Raman spectroscopy.

Similar phase changes were observed for the samples with three different concentrations. The NaCl aqueous solutions finally
crystallized to form iceVI above 1.6 GPa, although in case of pure water ice VI is formed at 1.0 GPa at room temperature. At the
pressure range from 2.1 to 3.2 GPa, a new high-pressure phase, of which diffraction pattern was not explained by ice VI, ice VII,
and solid NaCl, was observed. Above 3.2 GPa, ice VII and solid NaCl appeared. The high-pressure phase observed may corre-
spond to a phase having a modified structure of NaCl-dihydrate reported by Nakayama et al. [3]. Unit cell volumes of ice VII
calculated expanded larger than those of pure ice VII. The result was opposite sense to those by Frank et al, where the volumes
decreased smaller than those of pure ice VII. The amounts of the volume expansion for 2.5 and 5.0 w% samples were larger than
those of 1.5 w% samples. The volume expansions of the former two samples were almost similar. The results suggested that
limitation of incorporation into ice VII is less than 2.5 w%. The O-H vibrational modes shifted to higher frequencies by 10 to 20
cm−1 and 5 to 10 cm−1 from those of pure ices for ice VI and ice VII, respectively.

All experimental results indicated that NaCl is incorporated both into ice VI and ice VII at room temperature. The amounts
of incorporation were estimated to be up to 2.5 w%. Such large amount of incorporation of salt is expected to effect on physical
properties of ices, which is important in inferring the interiors of icy bodies.
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